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Tannozako

Tannozako is a player character played by Kai.

Tannozako

Species: Mimicom
Gender: Female

Age: Created YE 35
Height: 5'6“ (167.64 kg)
Weight: 150 lbs (68kg)

Organization: Independent
Occupation: Drifter

Rank: None
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Bounty Hunters1.
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'6”
Mass: 150 lbs
Measurements: 34b

Build and Skin Color: Tannozako is built as a standard Feminine model Mimicom. Her skin is a light
brown, as of a healthy sun tan.

Eyes and Facial Features: Eyes are basic almond shaped, and blue in color. Tannozako retains the
soft, heart-shaped standard Mimicom facial structure.

Hair Color and Style: Tannozako's hair is jaw-length, cut straight, with short bangs just above her eyes.
It is mostly dark blue, with orange highlights near the tips.

Distinguishing Features: Tannozako's BANGLE device is on her left wrist instead of her right wrist.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Tannozako is a very loyal individual, though she takes the time to make sure someone is
worthy of her trust before giving it. She is capable of small talk and human interaction, and has a
generally pleasant disposition, though she can be cold and seemingly harsh at times. As a self-learning
computer, her personality is still in development, and has yet to fully form itself.

Likes: Martial arts practice, travel, guns.
Dislikes: Pirates.
Goals: Own a ship so that she can travel on her own terms.

History

Owners

Clifran Tannoza (Deceased)

Pre-RP

Tannozako is a mostly standard Mimicom which was purchased to act as an assistant and Bodyguard to
Clifran Tannoza, a traveling martial arts instructor, who made his living going from planet to planet
teaching self-defense classes. As such, Clifran taught Tannozako all of his martial arts knowledge and
techniques on their travels, to allow her to be both a more effective assistant and bodyguard. Aside from
the hands-on training, and basic skills, Tannozako had general marksmanship programming
implemented, which again was supplemented with hands-on training by her master.
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After a time, Clifran and Tannozako were waylaid by pirates in transit from one system to another. After a
desperate battle, the duo were able to drive off the pirates, but not before Clifran was mortally wounded.
As he was dying, Clifran told Tannozako to take what was left of his belongings and finances, and make
herself a living with it, and soon after, he expired, setting Tannozako adrift, alone. Eventually she was
able to make it to a safe port, and attend to a burial for her former master, as well as sell most of the
things that were worth anything, keeping only a few items she deemed necessary.

Since that time, Tannozako has been a drifter, keeping herself in good repair with the funds left over,
though as her travel expenses continued to mount and her finances dwindled, she began searching for
an occupation so that she could continue her travels.

Skills

Tannozako currently has the following skills

Fighting

Tannozako is an accomplished martial artist, as well as a competent gunfighter. She is rock steady of
hand and foot, has perfect balance, inhuman strength, and is a more than excellent marksman. Her
downfall is that she is not an especially creative fighter, and sticks to a set number of techniques which
were taught by her master.

Vehicles

Tannozako is perfectly capable of piloting most vehicles. While not especially talented, she is smooth and
steady, and can learn how to operate any vehicle so long as she is connected to a major information
network.

Communications and computing

Tannozako is, literally, a computer and communications device. She knows or can download every known
language, is capable of connecting directly to networks, can send or receive messages to and from other
individuals, and can process and display information as needed.

Domestic

Tannozako is capable of performing any domestic duty or task, such as cooking, cleaning, yardwork, and
basic repair on standard devices. While she only knows the basics, she is capable of downloading more
advanced information if needed.
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Inventory

Tannozako currently has the following items

Clothing

1x Bomber jacket, green canvas 2x T-Shirt, one white, one blue 2x Tank-top, One green, one pink 1x Sun-
dress, Pastel yellow 1 pair Cargo pants, Black 1 pair shorts, blue Denim 1 pair hiking boots, brown,
leather with mesh panels 1 pair dress shoes, gloss black 2x bra, White 2x panties, white 2x White Socks,
ankle height 2x white Socks, Calf-height 1x Knee stockings, white

Weapons

2x ODM Compact 10mm Pistol 5x 60-round boxes 10mm KZ ammunition

1x Star Army Rifle, Type 33

A, B, and C Modules
Black metal case
200 rounds of I-SLAP ammunition

Vehicles

Miscellaneous

1x large suitcase

Finances

Tannozako is currently a drifter in the Universe.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS remains of savings
2650 KS -350 Guns and Ammo
7150 KS +4500 Bounty earnings
6000 KS -1150 KS Gun and ammo
5000 KS -1000 KS Repairs
Character Data
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Character Data
Character Owner Kai
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
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